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Oil prices since the start of  the modern petroleum industry



Oil market fundamentals

Oil industry has always been subject to deep and prolonged cycles of  boom and 

bust and there is no reason to think the future will be any different

Cyclical behaviour is the distinguishing characteristic of  oil markets and prices and 

rooted in the industry’s structure

➢Low price elasticity of  supply and demand

➢ Backward-looking expectations and behaviour

➢ Positive and negative feedback mechanisms

➢ Complex adaptive systems

Multiple markets for crude, fuels, refining, services, engineering, construction, 

drilling, skilled labour, raw materials etc

Each market subject to its own feedback mechanisms, operating at different speeds 

and timescales, with constantly changing balances between supply and demand

Balancing “the oil market” actually means balancing all these markets 

simultaneously

Oil market is never really “balanced” or in equilibrium except accidentally and not 

for very long



Feedback mechanisms operate in oil markets and can delay as well as 

accelerate process of  adjustment

Oil industry is characterised by a multiple feedback loops

Initial conditions                          Outcomes

Negative feedback loops dampen impact of  an initial change and are 

therefore stabilising and promote rapid return to “equilibrium”

Positive feedback loops amplify the impact of  an initial change and are 

therefore destabilising and delay return to “equilibrium”

Feedback concept was popularised by communications experts at Bell 

Telephone Laboratory in the 1920s

Long (implicit) history in economics: Adam Smith’s “invisible hand” and 

David Hume’s “price-specie-flow” mechanism are both instances of  negative 

feedback loops



Supply-side Demand-side

Negative feedback 

mechanisms

(promote return to 

balance)

Capital budgets

Cash flow

Equity finance

Debt finance

Fuel switching

Fuel efficiency

Energy conservation policy

GDP impact in oil-consuming 

countries

Positive feedback 

mechanisms

(delay return to 

balance)

Producers’ revenue needs

Labour costs

Raw material costs

Services contract adjustments

Fiscal terms (taxes and royalties)

GDP impact in oil-producing 

countries

Fuel consumption within the 

oil industry (drilling, refining, 

transportation)

Fuel consumption throughout 

the oil supply chain (service 

companies and other suppliers)

Examples of  feedback mechanisms acting on oil supply and demand

Positive feedback deepened slump, now accelerating rebound



Oil prices in long run perspective
Long boom, wrenching slump, now back to boom



Oil prices are no longer low in real terms
Real oil prices now well into the upper half  of  the post-1973 distribution



Real oil prices again in the upper half  of  the cycle
Current oil price now slightly above the $75 average for the last cycle



Current oil-price cycle compared with previous cycles (1)
Full cycle from trough to trough



Current oil-price cycle compared with previous cycles (2)
Early stages of  each cycle



Oil market alternates between periods of  over- and under-supply
Calendar spreads cycle between contango to backwardation



Oil market calendar spreads now in upper half  of  distribution
Stocks are relatively tight and expected to tighten further



Spot prices and calendar spreads are part of  the same cycle



Spot prices and calendar spreads closely correlated
Both currently point to a recovery that is relatively mature



Oil prices are now well above expectations at the start of  the year
Energy market professionals expected prices to average $70 by 2020



Oil prices remain very well-behaved
Volatility has stayed consistently low



Oil market is not experiencing many large daily price changes
Daily price swings have mostly been sub-$2



Excess oil inventories have been eliminated
OECD oil stocks back in line with five-year average



OPEC spare capacity now down to less than 2 million b/d
Spare capacity set to shrink to less than 1 million b/d by end 2019



Higher oil prices have encouraged resumption of  drilling
U.S. oil rig count has almost tripled since May 2016



Rising rig count has brought a big increase in production
U.S. output up +1.3 million b/d year-on-year to record 10.5 million b/d in Mar 



U.S. oil rig count typically follows WTI prices with a lag of  16-20 weeks



Rising WTI prices should keep rig count and oil production on upward 

trend through the end of  2018



U.S. oil production follows changes in rig count with 6-12 mth lag
Modest rise in drilling recently implies slower output growth in 2019



Growing number of  drilled but uncompleted wells esp. in Permian
DUCs up +1,600 nationally and +1,520 in Permian since May 2017



Permian well completions are lagging behind drilling
Uncompleted wells change production profile (less oil now, more later)



New wells drilled and completed in balance outside Permian
DUCs are a specifically Permian problem



North Dakota Bakken production rising strongly again
Output nearing previous record of  1.23 million b/d



North Dakota oil production is rebounding on higher prices
Output growing at average rate of  1.3% per month



Rising U.S. oil production is driven by shale 
Production from onshore L48 up by +1.4 million b/d in year to Mar 2018



Onshore L48 production expected to reach 8.6 million b/d in 2018
Forecasts consistently revised higher in response to rising prices and drilling



Onshore L48 output expected to rise further in 2019
But growth decelerates because of  moderate drilling and logistics constraints



U.S. crude output forecast to rise almost +1.4 million b/d in 2018
And another +1.1 million b/d in 2019



Synchronised global growth has boosted oil consumption
World trade volumes rising at fastest rate since 2011



U.S. freight movements are surging
Driving diesel consumption by ships, railroads and trucks



U.S. freight volumes growing at fastest rate since 2010
Shipping costs rising as workers in short supply and fuel becoming expensive



Oil consumption rose by average of  +1.7 million b/d in 2015-2017
Acceleration from +1.1 million b/d in 2012-2014



Oil consumption growth is responsive to prices
Especially in the advanced economies



OECD oil consumption has proved flexible to big price changes 
Consumption in advanced economies plays important market-balancing role



Non-OECD economies now account for majority of  oil use
Non-OECD has accounted for essentially all consumption growth since 2005



U.S. retail gasoline prices are at highest level since 2014
Politically sensitive and impact on vehicle choices/driver behaviour



U.S. gasoline consumption is responsive to oil prices
Consumption growth accelerated during slump but now close to zero



Gasoline consumption has always responded to big price changes
Low responsiveness to price changes is not no responsiveness



Gasoline consumption is responsive to economic growth
But price is critical in explaining short-term deviations around trend 



U.S. gasoline consumption growth slowed after the oil shocks
Evident impact from both oil prices and recessions



U.S. gasoline consumption trajectory slowed after oil shocks
Evident impact from both oil prices and recessions



U.S. traffic volumes growing more slowly as price stimulus fades
Rapid increase in driving volumes coincided with oil price slump in 2014-2016



Oil prices can have long-lasting impact on vehicle fuel economy
Large changes have spurred adjustments in government fuel economy standards



U.S. federal gasoline tax has remained essentially fixed since 1993
In real terms, federal gasoline tax now at lowest level since 1990



Hedge funds anticipated and accelerated rise in prices
Record bullish position helped push prices higher but presents liquidation risk



Hedge funds were never before so overwhelmingly bullish
Crowded trade risks sharp reversal if/when funds try to realise profits



U.S. macroeconomy now at relatively late stage in cycle
Economic downturn in the advanced economies is key risk for oil in 2019-2021



Half  of  energy professionals expect recession before end 2020
Based on a survey conducted at the start of  Apr



United States remains a major net crude importer
But shale revolution and efficiency improvements have cut import dependence



China has become increasingly dependent on oil imports
Consumption is growing much faster than output as result of  modernisation



United States net oil imports under 1 million b/d by end 2019
Lowest import requirement for over half  a century



China’s net oil imports predicted to top 9 million b/d by end 2019
Import dependence will be similar to the United States in mid-1990s



China and the United States are role-swapping
China overtook United States to become world’s largest crude importer in 2017



China’s energy objectives resemble United States in 1970s-2000s
Energy strategy is being driven by the same structural factors

Protection against a sharp increase in prices

Protection from an embargo 

Protection of  transit routes

Ensuring short-term supply to military

Security = military and economic protection



China’s key petroleum priorities over the next decade
Reduce insecurity by raising production, cutting consumption and diversifying

Priority 1: Energy efficiency

Priority 2: Develop domestic oil and gas resources

Priority 3: Improve access to resources overseas

Priority 4: Diversify sources of  supply

Priority 5: Protect overseas supplies and transit routes

Priority 6: Master technology for shale and deepwater

Priority 7: Build domestic refining, storage, and distribution infrastructure

Priority 8: Strategic stockpiling against temporary supply disruptions 

Priority 9: Develop alternative vehicle technology to reduce oil dependence

Priority 10: Develop renewables to clean air and reduce fossil fuel use



China’s energy dependence and U.S. energy dominance
One element of  intensifying strategic competition between the two superpowers

Energy could be a source of  cooperation or conflict

Growing U.S. oil and gas exports to China

Competition for influence in key regions

Competition for control over transit routes

Competition for dominance of  key technologies

Competition or collaboration on climate change?



Oil industry through 2050
Long-term trends beyond the cycle of  boom and bust

Projections are not forecasts

Long-term projections are very sensitive to small changes in assumptions

Need to avoid confusing cyclical position with long-term trends

We should be very humble about our ability to predict the future

What can we really say about the long-term outlook for the oil industry?



Growing energy use has been critical to social development
Social opportunities depend on harnessing large amounts of  energy



Enormous unmet energy demand in developing economies
World energy consumption will grow strongly through 2050



Growing middle class in emerging economies
Consumers want same modern conveniences as their counterparts in OECD



Economic development is unleashing enormous energy demand
Consumers want motorcycles, cars, refrigerators, airconditioners etc



India’s mobility revolution has still not reached the countryside
Rural populations will urbanise and/or want access to motorised transport



Centre of  gravity in global economy is moving east to Asia
Centre of  energy consumption will also move east



Oil and the grand energy transition
Energy sources have become more convenient

Energy transitions:

Muscles

Wood/biomass

Coal

Oil

(Nuclear)

Natural gas

Renewables

Electrification

Transitions favour increased convenience

Cheaper

More efficient

More accessible

More secure

Transitions take a long time (50 years +) due to inertia in energy systems 

Old energy sources tend to linger even as new ones emerge

Oil consumption set to remain very high through at least 2050

If  renewables and electrification are to gradually replace oil they will have 

to compete on convenience  



Energy transitions take long time due to enormous system inertia
New energy sources can take 50-100 years to become dominant



Old energy sources continue to grow in absolute terms
Even after newer more convenient sources emerge


